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1. The unreliability of online reviews should not be an obstacle either to their consideration by 

legal scholarship or to their importance to top-down consumer regulation.  

2. The EU consumer law-based information paradigm is underutilized (there is an insufficient body 

of remedies to support information duties), misinterpreted (some central concepts of the 

information paradigm – such as the principle of transparency – lack teeth, a uniform definition and 

delimitation) and misapplied (due to the misinterpretation of information duties, parts of it remain 

unapplied and, therefore, offer no effective protection to the consumer). 

3. The study and definitions of the information paradigm by legal scholars should include 

information sources beyond legislation or top-down regulation.  

4. The information paradigm is not ‘dead’, and it will continue to thrive in EU consumer law in 

the years to come.  

5. Private regulation does not always result in lower levels of consumer protection.  

6. One of the undervalued benefits of the rise of the platform economy for legal research is how it 

dictates that legal scholarship no longer perceive ‘less traditional’ topics as less prestigious, but 

also accept the study of law and technology as not only important but crucial for the correct 

development of society. 

7. While scholarship producing criticism often shines brighter than that pursuing explanations, it 

is important to take a step back and assess whether the existing regimes are improvable. In order 

to criticize and ultimately improve an issue – whether in the field of consumer law or elsewhere – 

it is always better to thoroughly understand the issue first, empirically when possible.  

8. The detailed characterization and delimitation of the information paradigm operated in this 

thesis can benefit lawmakers both in the creation of new regulations – particularly within the 

regulation of the platform economy – and in the interpretation and consolidation of existing ones.  

9. Diversity in research should be truly embraced, celebrated and stimulated: this should be done 

not only by benefiting from the different personal backgrounds of researchers (nationalities, 

languages, cultures) but also by being open to challenge the typically orthodox approaches to legal 

arguments and by welcoming the input of other disciplines.  

10. Overplanning is overrated and feeling lost is part of life. To quote Phoebe Buffay, ‘I don’t even 

have a pla-’.  

 


